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Based on Ko, J., Chung, H., Hwang, H. S., and Lee, J. C. 2016, ApJ, 820, 132 

- We presented stellar populations of early-type galaxies with recent star formation 
- We focus on the ETGs with mid-IR excess and quantify the amount of intermediate-age 
stars through a stellar population analysis of the SDSS stacked spectra.

- Bright ETGs (Mr < -21.5) from WISE 
mid-IR and GALEX near-UV data with 
spectroscopic sample of SDSS galaxies at 
0.04 < z <0.11.

- 397 bright (Mr < -21.5), quiescent, red 
ETGs without AGNs.

- Classifying ETGs based on near-UV and 
mid-IR excess emissions.

1. Data and Sample



- Median stacking with normalized (by 
Median of 4150-4250 Å  range) spectra.

- S/N increased by an order of 
magnitude (~71-281) compared to 
individual spectrum (~11)

- Measurement of 4000 Å  break and Lick 
indices of Balmer absorption lines.

- We stacked the SDSS spectra of bright ETGs with different amounts of mid-IR and near-UV 
excess emissions!

2. SDSS Stacked Spectra of ETGs



- [3.4]-[12] color is likely to be more correlated with the Dn4000 and Hδ EW than NUV-r color.
- Mid-IR can be a useful diagnostic tool of the existence of young (<1 Gyr) and intermediate 
(1-5 Gyr) age stars.

3. Tracing Recent Star Formation History of ETGs 



- The mass fraction of young (~1Gyr) and intermediate-age (1–5 Gyr) populations for the ETGs 
with mid-IR excess is small, but is not negligible compared to the ETGs without mid-IR excess.
- ETGs with mid-IR excess emission have experienced star formation in the previous 1-5 Gyr.

- STARLIGHT at 3800-7650 Å
- 45 templates of Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) model generated from STELIB 
library
- 15 ages (between  1 Myr and 13 Gyr)
- 3 metallicities (Z=0.004, 0.02, 0.05)

4. Stellar Populations of ETGs with mid-IR Excess 
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